
COLÉGO SANTO ANTÔNIO - Duque de Caxias, ____/_____/_____ 

NOME:__________________________________________________ Nº ____ 8º ano:___ 

PROFESSOR (A): ______________________________________ 

Lista de exercícios 2 – 8º ano 

1- Answer the questions: 

a) Which car is faster, an HB20 or a Ferrari? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

b) Which subject is more interesting in your opinion, Portuguese or Science? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

c) What is the best band in Brazil for you? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

d) Who is the best singer ever in your opinion? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

e) Which is the largest river in Brazil? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

2- Complete the sentences with the appropriate comparative or superlative form: 

a) The hotel is __________________ (big) I imagined. 

b) Li thinks BTS is _______________ (good) K-pop band in the world. 

c) I think Frozen 2 is ____________________________ (interesting) Frozen; I liked the first movie much 

more. 

d) Copacabana Palace is one of __________________________ (comfortable) hotels in Rio de Janeiro.  

e) Xiaomi cell phones are definitely _____________________________ (expensive) Iphones. 

f) Facebook is ____________________________ (popular) social network in Brazil. 

g) Ryan doesn’t really like cake, so cake is ______________________ (delicious) dessert for him. 

h) Michelle considers Ariana Grande ________________________ (talented) Billie Eilish. She thinks 

Ariana is a better singer. 

3) Complete with Who or Whose: 

a) A: __________ sculpture is this? 

    B: It’s Rodin’s The Thinker. 

b) A: _________ painted The Starry Night? 

     B: Vincent Van Gogh. 

c) A: _________ sang Waka Waka (This Time For Africa)? 

    B: Shakira did. 

d) A: _________ poem are you reading? 

    B: It’s Gonçalves Dias’s poem. Canção do Exílio. 

 



 

Lista de exercícios II – 8º ano 

Answer Key 

 

1-  

a) A Ferrari is faster than an HB20. 

b) In my opinion, (Portuguese/Science) is more interesting than (Science/Portuguese). 

c) … is the best band in Brazil for me./ The best band in Brazil for me is … 

d) … is the best singer ever in my opinion./ The best singer ever in my opinion is … . 

e) The Amazon river is the largest river in Brazil./The largest river in Brazil is the Amazon river. 

 

2-  

a) bigger than 

b) the best 

c) less interesting than 

d) the most comfortable 

e) less expensive than 

f) the most popular 

g) the least delicious 

h) more talented than 

 

3-   

a) Whose 

b) Who 

c) Who 

d) Whose 

 

 


